CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’

The Commando Gamblers
River Rock Casino couple takes their show on the road on a quest to visit
every Indian gaming facility in California!
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A nearly $6 billion a year industry, California's Indian gam“I was a little hesitant,” admitted Teri, “because it's such a
ing facilities do much more than provide dining, live perforlong way. In the end it really was a lot of fun.”
mance entertainment and socializing opportunities. They also
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employment opportunities and related supporting service
“At first, I thought they were crazy, but then I thought it
companies - and they provide a point of pride to the Native
could be kind of fun,” said Victor Trentadue, general manager
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the trip would be the first and only two-week vacation the
Spurred by their love of Indian gaming - Mike and his
Molinaros have ever embarked upon.
wife, Teri, 52, concocted a plot to investigate the differences
“I did a little research beforehand to see if anybody had ever
between California's 53 casinos. Borrowing an idea made popdone this before,” Mike said. “I found out that somebody in
ular by college students and others vowing to visit all 28 Major
Costa Mesa had visited 30 of the casinos, but no one had
League Baseball parks in 28 days, Mike and Teri felt confident
visited all of them that I could see. So then it became a real
they could replicate the idea by making a marathon trip across
challenge.” To make their travels through California's gaming
California.
industry a real scientific study, the Molinaros agreed upon a
“I came up with the idea of what it would take to drive to
stringent set of “rules” for the trip:
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Mike, as he carefully unfolded an oversized map of the state.
• They could gamble with a total of $50 at each casino
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Drawing on Mike's experience as an over-the-road trucker
and Teri's knowledge as an accountant, the Geyserville
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“We're recreational gamblers - we fit in that mold,” explained
Mike. “So this wasn't about going out and trying to spend all
kinds of money or win at all costs. It was all about having fun
and learning as much as possible about California's Indian
gaming industry.” Still, to keep their data pure, the couple steadfastly maintained their rules throughout the trip. To help
them do so, Teri created an elaborate filing system they kept
in the car complete with a folder for each casino - where they
would dutifully record which machine they played at each casino
and how much they won (or lost). Inside each folder they'd
place any brochures, player's club information or other promotional items they gleaned from each casino. They even took a video
camera along to visually document each stop along the way.
Even with all the meticulous planning and record keeping,
some days were less smooth than others. It was hard to wake
up and get moving on some days, the couple admitted. And of
course, there were a few “bumps” along the way.
“In the San Diego area, we ended up arriving there on a
weekend at 3:30 in the morning,” Teri recalled. “Sure enough,
that Sunday morning an earthquake hit.” The
relatively minor temblor (5.6 on the Richter scale) did little to
faze the experienced California couple. More difficult were the
days of long driving with many stops (on the couple's first day
they traveled 311 miles and visited seven casinos) - or the days
of long driving with few stops (on the sixth day of the trip, the
Molinaros traveled an astonishing 485 miles to visit a single
casino).
Throughout the trip, Mike and Teri marveled at the
education they were receiving on California's diverse Indian
gaming community. “You really see the differences in the
tribes and what they are trying to represent (in their facilities),”
Teri said. “It's hard not to notice how proud they are of these
places. It's a real point of pride for them.”
Said Doug Searle, Chief Executive Officer of River Rock
Casino, “We were amazed when we heard the Molinaro's
story - and so glad they decided to share it with us. They really
represent the type of casino guest the Indian gaming community likes to see. They enjoy the games and truly appreciate the
unique culture offered at our facilities.”
From the casino décor, to the friendliness of the staff to the
food served – each tribe works to demonstrate their uniqueness and openness, the couple said. And throughout the entire
trip, the couple never encountered a single moment of discomfort or what they said is commonly thought of as “bad vibes”
surrounding casino culture.
“People who say things like that just don't get it,” Teri said.
“It's about the food, the people and the culture. It was really
an education process.” Throughout each visit, the
couple said, they felt safe and surrounded by friends. “You know
a friendly place when you feel it,” Mike said. “We were never
apprehensive to go anywhere. It's safer to visit these
casinos than it is to go to a lot of other vacation spots.” ♣

Mike & Teri Molinaro's California
Casino Run “By The Numbers”
Longest number of miles driven
on a single day: 485 on day six
Shortest number of miles driven
on a single day: 62 on day 10
Total money gambled: $2,650
Total money won: $1,915
Total casinos offering free coffee
and soda at anytime: 35
Mike & Teri's Ratings
Casinos with the loosest slots:
Augustine Casino
Coachella, Calif.
Chicken Ranch
Jamestown, Calif.
River Rock Casino
Geyersville, Calif.
Casinos with best
breakfast buffet:
Agua Caliente
Rancho Mirage, Calif.
Thunder Valley
Lincoln, Calif.
River Rock Casino
Geyersville, Calif.
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